
Chapter 11
Federated Data Integration in Data Spaces

Matthias Jarke and Christoph Quix

Abstract Data Spaces form a network for sovereign data sharing. In this chapter,
we explore the implications that the IDS reference architecture will have on typical
scenarios of federated data integration and question answering processes. After a
classification of data integration scenarios and their special requirements, we first
present a workflow-based solution for integrated data materialization that has been
used in several IDS use cases. We then discuss some limitations of such approaches
and propose an additional approach based on logic formalisms and machine learning
methods that promise to reduce data traffic, security, and privacy risks while helping
users to select more meaningful data sources.

11.1 Introduction

Data of all kinds and media formats constitute evidence about the state and events in
the world. Analogous to legal procedures, these evidences must be checked for
quality and synthesized in a semantically meaningful and purpose-oriented manner
in order to assist human-machine learning and evidence-driven decision making.
This is the task of data integration.

Transactional databases (ERP systems), huge social networks, and most recently
billions of sensors in the Internet of Things produce an ever-growing volume and
variety of such evidences in ever-growing velocity but sometimes doubtful veracity.
It is therefore not surprising that, despite almost 40 years of research, data integration
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remains a key challenge in data science which still requires about 80% of all data
analytics work.

Maurizio Lenzerini, arguably the internationally best-known data integration
researcher, has recently proposed a useful classification of data integration scenarios
that have shaped requirements in the field (cf. Fig. 11.1).

In the figure, the blue nodes represent datasets. They can play the role of data
sources or integration results in the data integration tasks indicated by the arrows;
arrows are formally expressed as query specifications, also called view definitions.
The blue arrows indicate virtual data integration by query specifications that
selectively produce integrated data only when actually activated by a user or
application program. In contrast, red arrows indicate materialized data integration,
i.e., the complete set of specific query results from the view definition is
pre-computed and stored as a physical dataset and needs to be maintained when
source data change. Briefly, materialized data integration moves the data from the
source to the query site, whereas virtual data integration moves the query algorithm
partially to the sources. Thus, materialization increases query performance by
pre-computation of views, whereas the specific user query in virtual data integration
can reduce data transfer, thus reducing communication network load and increasing
data sovereignty.

Applying these observations to the four scenarios in Fig. 11.1, early Data
Integration research laid the formal foundations for query answering among the
growing number of distributed transactional, usually relational, databases.

In the 1990s, the novel concept of decision support by data analytics required a
separation of data warehouses (DW) [2] from transactional databases: firstly, the
need to keep historical data over long period of times for, e.g., time series analyses;
secondly, problems in transaction management concurrency control caused by
interference of short update transactions and analytics queries spanning large
datasets; and thirdly, the need for more user-friendly multidimensional online-
analytical processing (OLAP) query facilities in so-called data marts. In practice,
the view materialization in DW is usually supported by a so-called ETL workflow
which coordinates various commercial or open-source tools for Extraction from data
sources, Transformations for cleaning the extracted data and integrating data from
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Fig. 11.1 Data integration scenarios (adapted from [1])
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different sources into a uniform DW data format, and finally Loading the
transformed into the DW storage.

While the DW approach resulted in high-quality integrated data, the ETL effort
turned out to be a very high upfront investment, often well before or even without a
return on investment which came only with successful analytic queries.

Reacting to the growing need for real-time decision support based on high-
frequency stream data inputs – first in finance, later on in web shops, social media,
and recently technical and science applications – this upfront effort appeared to be no
longer doable. In addition, novel algorithms such as MapReduce enabled highly
parallel initial loading and structuring of incoming data and analytics queries on the
sources, and the concurrency control issue was partially resolved by novel main
memory techniques such as the column store of SAP/HANA. As a consequence,
data lakes introduced since the mid-2010s changed the workflow structure from ETL
to an ELT format: after Extraction, the data is loaded to the data lake in its original
form; Transformations are applied only to the data in the lake if required for a
specific application, to avoid the complexity of ETL process design for big data.
Service-oriented architectures enable not only data integration but also the integra-
tion of complex workflows in which several application systems and services such as
Hadoop, Apache Spark, or KAFKA are involved.

On the data lake usage side, data scientists explore various datasets to find rules or
functions that confirm and formalize correlations. In these settings, each scenario
requires a different set of data sources to be integrated, with different requirements
for granularity and data quality. Thus, materialized data integration as applied in data
warehouses is less applicable for big data use cases; instead, rich structural and
semantic metadata are typically created on top of the raw data, to permit multiple
topical perspectives on the data lake. Further details on data lake functions and
metadata are elaborated in a recent survey paper [3].

However, data management does not only include data sources within an orga-
nization; increasingly, external data sources have to be considered. These external
sources come in different forms, e.g., datasets provided by some marketplace.
Therefore, data exchange across organizations and usage of data provided by
external partners, as studied by the International Data Space Association, is becom-
ing highly relevant [4]. As we shall discuss more deeply in the remainder of this
chapter, such workflow solutions also dominate practice in the tasks that are typical
for the Data Space scenarios of individual Data Exchange and trusted Collaborative
Data Sharing in federations of partners within a Data Space. They do not just
combine virtual and materialized data integration and querying, but also include
additional Data Space management tasks such as data source discovery, negotiated
access, and usage control components in data integration workflow.

In the following section, we use a mobility data space scenario to illustrate a
solution which supports a view materialization workflow in the International Data
Space setting. Such a setting has been implemented in similar form in several IDS
use cases described in later chapters of this book.

Less attention has been paid so far to transferring the virtual, query-driven data
integration strategy to the data exchange and federated data sharing of Data Spaces.
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In Sect. 11.3, we review such technologies in a more formal, logic-based framework
and present a perspective how logic-based query optimization could further improve
federated data integration and exchange in Data Spaces.

11.2 Federated Data Integration Workflows in Data Spaces

In this section, we first sketch the challenges of federated data integration in a case
study setting of mobility engineering, and then use this case study to present
extensions to data integration workflows for a data space support beyond similar
efforts in data warehouses and data lakes.

11.2.1 A Simple Demonstrator Scenario

Although data exchange scenarios have also been considered in data integration
research [5], constraints in using external data have not been considered. For
example, there might be usage constraints on the data, i.e., data may not be stored
in local repositories and can be processed only once. Another requirement might be
to protect the privacy of data providers, i.e., data can only be accessed to perform
aggregate computations which do not reveal detailed information. To illustrate these
requirements, Fig. 11.2 shows a mobility scenario extracted from a large collabora-
tive project with the automotive and communication industries on Car2X
communication [7].

In the scenario, cars equipped with Car2X communication devices [8] expose
detailed vehicle data to a data aggregation service (e.g., a specific platform of the car
manufacturer such as BMW ConnectedDrive). This data is made available in a
mobility data marketplace (e.g., Mobilitätsdatenmarktplatz (MDM) in Germany,
https://www.mdm-portal.de/). Furthermore, additional external data sources could
be made available in this marketplace, such as weather data, information about
construction sites, or information about local events. This information could be
used by service providers that offer information about the current traffic state,
compute fastest routes, or give real-time warnings about road hazards.

However, these service providers should not have full access to detailed infor-
mation of data providers, e.g., their locations, speed, etc. For example, detailed
location data might reveal sensitive information as it has been shown with taxi data
from New York City, even though the data has been anonymized.1 To address this
challenge, a data exchange platform should enable data providers to specify usage
policies for their data. For example, a usage policy could state that data may not be

1https://www.fastcompany.com/3036573/nyc-taxi-data-blunder-reveals-which-celebs-dont-tip-
and-who-frequents-strip-clubs
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stored and can be processed only once as in data stream management systems [9], or
data can only be processed if it is anonymized and aggregated with other data items.

11.2.2 A Data Integration Workflow Solution for Data Spaces

Current IDS implementations follow a pragmatic, workflow-oriented approach that
has been applied also successfully in data warehousing and many other integration
approaches. In the IDS, data integration is done within a connector by using
integration workflows that are implemented as routes in the Apache Camel frame-
work. Figure 11.3 illustrates an integration architecture for the traffic scenario from
Fig. 11.2.

In the architecture, three connectors are used to provide data about vehicles, their
location, speed, etc. weather data, and data about roads. These connectors could be
run by three different data providers that aim at selling their data in the IDS. To
advertise the data and to make it available in the IDS, they need to publish
descriptions of their datasets, including technical information of their connectors
(e.g., URLs and protocols to query the data), at the IDS Metadata Broker. The IDS
Metadata Broker is a central component in the IDS architecture [10] that manages
metadata according to the IDS Information Model [11]. The IDS Information Model
uses the Web Ontology Language (OWL) to define the basic vocabulary in which
data resources in the IDS can be described.

Another central component of the IDS architecture is the App Store. It can
provide “Data Apps,” i.e., applications that can be deployed inside a connector to
perform certain data operations. For example, a data app could transform data items
between different standard formats (e.g., XML to JSON), join datasets from different

IDS 
ConnectorCar2X 
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ConnectorWeather

Data

Road 
Data
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Connector

IDS 
Connector Hazard Warning 

Service
Integra�on 
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Data Providers
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Fig. 11.3 IDS integration architecture for traffic scenario
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sources, and perform a complex aggregation or machine learning task. Data apps can
be part of the integration processes that are defined within a connector.

Within such a process, a data app might have an input, an output, or both. In case
the app has only input or output, it is considered to be a system adapter, i.e., it has an
interface to a backend system in which data is written or from which data is read.
However, this backend system is not part of the IDS infrastructure; in the viewpoint
of the IDS connector, the data app might have only input or output.

As stated, data apps might perform any kind of data operation. In the case of the
connector for Car2X data, the data app is responsible for aggregating, anonymizing,
and noising the data in order to guarantee the privacy of the original data providers,
e.g., car drivers.

To integrate data from different connectors, as required in this scenario, the
connector of the data consumer has to employ an integration process. An integration
process could be implemented in many different ways, e.g., manually implemented
in any programming language or using one of the many (open-source) data integra-
tion frameworks. In the IDS, some connector implementations have decided to use
Apache Camel. Apache Camel is an integration framework that allows to define data
integration and transformation as routes. A route is a sequence of operations that are
applied to datasets. Several routes can be combined by using a join-like operation. A
benefit of Apache Camel is its broad support for different source systems and
operations. It can also be extended with customized operations. Apache Camel
uses a domain-specific language for the specification of routes that can be defined
in various languages (e.g., XML, Java).

In the scenario of Fig. 11.3, we can use a Camel route to integrate the data from
the three data providers. A data app could implement more intelligent behavior than
just joining and aggregating data, e.g., analyze the data stream with current traffic
information and apply a machine learning model to predict traffic states in the near
future or to detect road hazard (e.g., icy road, queue end) [7].

The additional functionality to guarantee data sovereignty can be easily integrated
into the Camel routes by using the extensibility features of Camel. When data is
exchanged between two IDS connectors, the route needs to be enriched with an
interceptor pattern. The interceptor will check the usage policies which are defined
for the current dataset, and enforce the corresponding usage restrictions. Interceptors
can be defined in different ways and depend on the language that is used to define
usage policies. MY DATA2 and LUCON [12] are two examples for usage control
systems which implement the interceptor pattern.

2https://www.dataspaces.fraunhofer.de/de/software/usage-control/mydata.html
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11.3 Toward Formalisms for Virtual Data Space
Integration

The materialization-oriented workflow satisfies the requirements but does have a few
limitations. If the user asks a specific query, the integrated answer will usually be
much smaller than the sum of the data needed to produce it. This will result in many
more data to be transported to the integration site than necessary, creating network
overload and unnecessary access risks and related IDS controls for data that perhaps
would not even need to be exported by the data provider if the query could be
adequately optimized.

However, there is an additional issue that we did not mention before. In the
Introduction, we interpreted data as evidence about reality; this would argue for an
understanding that data sources are not a “ground truth” but themselves limited-
quality views on a reality that could be structured according to different integrative
worldview (or ontology) by the provider and consumer organizations. In database
jargon, this perspective is called “local-as-view” (LAV). In contrast, most
materialization-based workflows like the one shown in Sect. 11.2 do consider the
data sources as ground truth and the global integrated data as an integrative view on
these sources (“global as view – GAV”). The same holds where data are only
accessible through parameterized reusable software services [13] or apps. Thus, it
is impossible to make statements, e.g., about the completeness of data sources with
respect to a broader ontology and about the credibility of conflicting evidences
among different sources.

Modern logic-based theories of data integration therefore adopt a combined
GLAV (“global-local-as-view”) perspective, cf. the combination of red and blue
arrows in the federated collaborative data sharing scenario of Fig. 11.1.

In the remainder of this section, we demonstrate the necessary logic formalisms,
reusing the example of Fig. 11.2, and discuss how the recent approaches for data
integration in data lakes could be extended to the Data Space setting.

11.3.1 Logical Foundations for Data Integration

To illustrate the concepts of data integration in this section, Fig. 11.4 extracts a
simplified heterogeneous schema integration setting from the scenario in Fig. 11.2.
An XML web service S provides information about vehicles and their location. A
relational data source R delivers information about roads, their locations, and other
geographical data. A service provider needs integration of these two sources into a
web service T, providing current traffic state information in a JSON format which is
frequently used in web or mobile applications.

Research in data integration has developed several key technologies and funda-
mental concepts to address such data integration problems.
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Model and Mapping Management Early approaches to data integration mainly
focused on efficient data transformation and scheduling the integration and cleaning
jobs in such a way that the operational systems were not affected [14, 15]. Manage-
ment of schemas or formal specifications of the transformation procedures was a side
activity in optimizing the ETL workflows. Only the vision of model management
was to consider schemas, mappings, and other metadata of information systems as
“first-class citizens” of data integration systems [16]. The goal was to develop an
algebra with basic operations to match, integrate, and compose models and map-
pings. Although the vision of an algebra has not been achieved completely, the idea
of model management initiated research on these fundamental operations for data
integration [17], such as schema matching and mappings, as discussed in the
following paragraphs.

Heterogeneity An immanent problem of data integration is heterogeneity. An
obvious challenge in data integration is the wide variety of data formats that are
used in data sources. Once the data formats have been identified, appropriate
transformation functions can be applied to deal with this problem. A more challeng-
ing problem is heterogeneity at the model level and at the semantic level. In the
example of Fig. 11.4, three different modeling languages are used. A modeling
language is a formalism that is used to describe the data structures, e.g., XML
Schema, “CREATE TABLE” statements in SQL, or JSON Schema. In order to
map and link the models in these different languages, one has to translate these
models into a common formalism that uses a generic representation [18]. More
sophisticated is the problem of semantic heterogeneity. In the example, different
terminology is used (e.g., “track” vs. “road”, “vehicle” vs. “car”). In order to link
data sources, a data integration engineer has to understand the different entities that
are encoded in the data sources. While advanced algorithms for schema matching
have been developed in the last two decades (see paragraph on matching below), a
fully automatic approach that can resolve all heterogeneities is most likely not
possible. Human intervention will be always required to verify and to complete
schema alignments.

Schema Matching Schema matching is the task of identifying correspondences in
two schemas. This field has been very active in the last two decades and can be
subdivided into the following categories [19, 20]:

XML
S

RDB R

<vehicle>
<loca�on> …

road(ID,length,name,…)

JSON
T

{ track : …
segment : {

gps : "...“,
cars : 4765,
avg : 47.5, …

MST

MRT

Fig. 11.4 Simplified
heterogeneous integration
scenario for traffic data
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• Algorithms: Various algorithms detect similarities in schemas, based on labels,
structure, or auxiliary information. Usually, not a single approach is sufficient;
thus, a combination of several algorithms is important, for which different
strategies for combining individual results can be developed [21].

• Schema representation: for schema matching, it is often sufficient to represent
schemas as directed graphs. Although this representation loses some details about
schema constraints, algorithms for graph alignment and matching can be applied
in this case. Other approaches transform the schemas into a generic representation
with detailed representations for constraints and datatypes, which can be lever-
aged to find correspondences of schema elements [22].

• Semantic matching: especially in the field of ontology alignment [20], additional
sources with semantic information are exploited. This includes, for example,
dictionaries and thesauri to identify terms with similar meaning, or repositories
with existing alignments. In addition, reasoning about the relationships and rules
expressed in the ontologies can be used to detect related elements. More infor-
mation on the IDS metalevel ontologies and linked metadata structures is
presented in a later chapter of this book.

• Matching systems: As stated above, algorithms have to be combined in order to
achieve a satisfying matching result. Schema matching systems have focused on
the integration of different algorithms, such that the output of one algorithm can
be used as input for another algorithm to compute an extended alignment
[23, 24]. Another important point in the development of matching systems is
performance. A complexity of O(n2) seems to be unavoidable as all elements of
two given schemas should be compared, but this would not scale to large
schemas. Thus, schema matching systems have used different optimization tech-
niques to reduce complexity and to compute alignments efficiently, e.g., by
exploiting hashing or parallel computations.

11.3.2 Data Integration Tool Extensions for Data Spaces

Some of the technologies have been integrated into commercial data integration
products, but due to the complexity of matching algorithms, these technologies are
limited to simple label similarity (or even equality) and structural comparisons.

However, there exist algorithms and large-scale prototypes in scientific and
industrial research that are promising for extension to the Data Space setting:

Schema Integration Given the information about similarities of two schemas, a
new schema should be derived that integrates the information of both schemas
[25]. In the example of Fig. 11.4, the schema of the JSON document T that integrates
R and S needs to be defined. In this scenario, application requirements for the traffic
state information will mainly determine the outline of the T; however, in more
information-centric applications, e.g., data warehouse systems, the integrated
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schema will be defined as the “union” of the source schemas, taking into account
computed alignments. While intuitively the problem of schema integration is clear,
the difficulty is to formalize the schema integration process: which requirements
should be satisfied by the integrated schema, how can we verify that the integrated
schema is correct, and what is the meaning of “correctness” and “completeness” in
schema integration? One approach could be to follow a query-oriented approach:
queries that can be answered on the sources should deliver the same result on the
integrated schema [26].

Mappings The alignments that have been computed by schema matching algo-
rithms only state that there is a similarity between two schema elements. However, to
create integrated datasets, one needs to transform the data instances from the sources
into the desired target structure. In the example from Fig. 11.4, we need to have an
XQuery and an SQL query that extract the required information from the XML
document and the relational database. Furthermore, we need to have a function that
creates the required JSON document. All these queries and transformations need to
be transformed within the same data transformation tool, such that the data can be
integrated and aggregated into one dataset. In the example, we need to aggregate the
number of cars per road and compute their average speed, which requires to combine
the data from both sources. Mapping frameworks for heterogeneous data integration
scenarios as in this example have been proposed in research [27, 28] several open-
source projects have adopted these approaches and provide similar functionality,
e.g., Apache Spark and Apache Drill.

Related Dataset Discovery In today’s huge distributed data lake or Data Space
environment with hundreds or thousands of possible data sources, consumers often
face the problem that they do not even know which data source (and data provider)
contains useful relevant information for their intended query. In the example of
Fig. 11.3, this has simply been delegated to a separate IDS Agent called the
Information Broker, but in reality, where no fully integrated schemas exist, also
this “Related Dataset Discovery” problem needs to be addressed in a query-specific
manner to maintain relevance of the answer and avoid unnecessary network traffic.
A promising recent approach pursued, e.g., in the Aurum [29], JOSIE [30], and D3L
[31] projects, is that the user specifies the format of their desired answer table
together with some relationship aspects that are important to them (value overlaps,
numerical data distributions, textual attribute semantics, etc.), and fast similarity
algorithms propose possible extensions of the query table in the sense of “what else
is relevant beyond what you have explicitly asked for”; the algorithm then adds the
corresponding data sources for those extensions considered relevant by the user to
the query rewriting process.

Query Rewriting The benefit of the aforementioned open-source projects is espe-
cially the ability of query rewriting (or query translation): queries are defined in a
generic query language (e.g., Spark SQL in the case of Apache Spark) and translated
into the query language of the data sources. Without such mappings, even the
simplest, but often extremely efficient, data optimization heuristic such as “execute
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selection before join” cannot be propagated backwards from the query to the data
sources. However, the query translation is usually done only with simple one-to-one
mappings between an integrated schema and the source schemas, which usually
implies that the source data has first to be transformed into the required structure.

More complex query rewritings, which involve join and union operations or
distributed data and heterogeneous polystore source databases, are still subject to
research [32–34]. An additional demand in query rewriting for sovereign data
exchange in Data Spaces is the inclusion of privacy, access, and usage control
rules into the query evaluation. Fortunately, we already know since Mike
Stonebraker’s 1975 Ph.D. thesis on how to do this.

In summary, even though operational solutions for federated data integration as
the basis for sovereign data exchange and collaborative data sharing in Data Spaces
exist, there remains ample room for further research and promising industrial uptake
in the field.
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